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Oxygen adsorption on graphite and nanotubes
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~Received 29 August 2002; accepted 18 November 2002!

We study the binding of molecular oxygen to a graphene sheet and to a~8,0! single walled carbon
nanotube, by means of spin-unrestricted density-functional calculations. We find that triplet oxygen
retains its spin-polarized state when interacting with graphene or the nanotube. This leads to the
formation of a weak bond with essentially no charge transfer between the molecule and the sheet or
tube, as one would expect for a physisorptive bond. This result is independent on the approximation
used for the exchange-correlation functional. The binding strength, however, depends strongly on
the functional, reflecting the inability of current approximation functionals to deal correctly with
dispersion forces. Gradient-corrected functionals yield very weak binding at distances around 4 Å,
whereas local density functional results yield substantially stronger binding for both graphene and
the nanotube at distances of less than 3 Å. The picture of oxygen physisorption is not substantially
altered by the presence of topological defects such as 5–7 Stone–Wales pairs. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1536636#
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There is currently a strong interest on the phenomen
ogy of gas adsorption by carbon nanotubes. Recent exp
mental data1,2 have shown that the transport properties
single-wall nanotubes~SWNT! change dramatically upon
exposure to gas molecules such as O2, NO2, NH3, and
many other gases, at ambient temperature. Practical app
tions to the production of better gas sensors~‘‘thermoelectric
nano-nose’’!3 have been envisioned.

Several mechanisms may explain such phenomena.
gas molecules could affect transport properties indirectly,
binding to donor or acceptor centers in the substrate2 or at
the contacts~as recently suggested in Ref. 4!, or directly, by
binding to the nanotube.5 In the latter case, the gas could b
physisorbed~bound by dispersive van der Waals forces! or
chemisorbed~bound by formation of a chemical bond!, and
adsorption could take place either on perfect nanotube w
or at defect sites. If the gas is chemisorbed, a key fa
affecting the transport properties would be the charge tra
fer from the gas molecule to the nanotube, or vice versa

Experimentally, a way to distinguish physisorbed fro
chemisorbed species is to check for a linear relation betw
the thermoelectric power and the additional resistivity
duced by gas adsorption. According to such criterion, O2 is
chemisorbed.3 However, a recent experimental study of t
kinetics of O adsorption and desorption on SWNT and
graphite, finds that O is physisorbed on SWNT in molecu
form,6 with an estimated binding energyE;0.19 eV. This
would be consistent with the well-established fact that m
lecular oxygen physisorbs on graphite, with a binding ene
E;0.1 eV.6,7

On the theoretical side, contradictory results have b
reported. Calculations based on the local-density approxi
tion ~LDA ! find8 that O2 binds to a semiconducting~8,0!

a!Present address: NEST-INFM, Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, P
dei Cavalieri 7, I-56126 Pisa, Italy.
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nanotube with a binding energyE50.25 eV at a distanced
52.7 Å from the nanotube. A weak hybridization betwe
oxygen and carbon states occurs, with a charge transfer
mated at about 0.1e, suggesting that the corresponding var
tion in the density-of-states~DOS! at the Fermi energyEF is
responsible for the observed behavior of the transp
properties.5,8 Similar results were reported by other groups
well.9,10 Calculations based on gradient-corrected appro
mation~GGA! functionals, on the other hand, yield virtuall
no binding and no charge transfer for O2 on both graphite
and SWNT,11 and so does an earlier set of calculations for2

on graphite.12 A very recent quantum chemistry calculatio
at the MP2 level13 also finds very weak binding, due to phy
sisorption, and minimal charge transfer.

With the exception of Refs. 11 and 13, whose calcu
tions take into account the spin state of the O2 molecule, and
of Ref. 12, which states that the calculation is spin-restrict
it is not clear how spin-polarization is accounted for in
these calculations. Since oxygen molecules have a tri
ground-state and since spin-polarization effects have b
shown to be important in surface oxidation processes,14 we
believe that the spin state of O2 should be taken into accoun
in the calculations.

To help clarifying this issue, we report in this paper
density functional theory~DFT! study of the binding of O2
molecules to a planar graphene sheet and to semicondu
ultrathin SWNTs. To assess the influence of the approxim
tion adopted for the exchange and correlation functional,
perform both LDA and GGA spin-unrestricted calculation

Calculations were performed using the PWSC
package15 in a plane-wave supercell approach using ultras
~Vanderbilt! pseudopotentials.16 Both LDA17 and the PBE
flavor18 of the GGA were used. Unless explicitly specifie
all calculations where an O2 molecule is present use spin
polarized functionals. A kinetic energy cutoff of 25 Ry fo
the wavefunctions was used. For the charge density, a cu

za
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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of 100 Ry was found to be sufficient in LDA calculation
while a cutoff of 300 Ry gave accurate results in PBE cal
lations. In the triplet state of the O2 molecule we obtain a
O–O equilibrium distance d51.22 Å with LDA, d
51.23 Å with PBE~experimental value:d51.207 Å), and a
binding energyE57.2 eV with LDA, E55.68 eV with PBE
~experimental value:E55.12 eV). The large overestimate o
the binding energy is a well-known drawback of LDA. Th
energy difference between the triplet and the singlet stat
DE51.07 eV with LDA, DE51.23 eV with PBE~experi-
mental value: 0.98 eV!. The spin-splitting between the high
est occupied majority state and the lowest unoccupied mi
ity states isDE52.15 eV with LDA, DE52.48 eV with
PBE.

The first system we studied is O2 on a graphene sheet, a
various distances and for different approaching geometr
The goal of this calculation is twofold. On the one hand, it
a test of the accuracy of different DFT approximations, sin
experimental data for O2 binding on graphite are available
On the other hand, it also serves as a reference to esti
the effect of the curvature in the case of nanotube bind
The graphene is simulated by a relatively small orthorho
bic supercell of 8 atoms, with lattice parametersa
55.041 Å, b54.3656 Å in thexy planes,c512 Å in thez
direction ~where periodicity is fictitious!. A uniform grid in
thexy plane of 8k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone is
used. Since the Fermi surface in graphene reduces to a s
point, there is no need to use Gaussian broadening or t
hedra fork-point integration of the charge density.

In Fig. 1 we report the calculated energy versus dista
curve, at fixed geometry for both O2 and graphene, for O2
approaching the graphene plane with the molecular axis
allel to the plane at several lattice sites. LDA yields a sh
low minimum at d53.0 Å with a binding energyE
50.1 eV, while PBE yields a very shallow minimum atd
.3.8 Å with an almost negligible binding energyE
.0.01 eV, in agreement with Refs. 11 and 12. In all case
spin-polarized ground state is found, corresponding to trip
oxygen.

Results obtained by leaving the atoms free to relax di

FIG. 1. Energy vs distance curves for O2 on a graphene plane.~Solid lines!
PBE results;~Dashed lines! LDA results; ~Triangles! O2 molecule over a
C–C bond;~Circles! O2 molecule over a hexagon center.d is the distance
between the center of the molecule and the graphene plane. The mole
axis is parallel to the graphene plane.
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very little from the above picture, as the final configuratio
differ only marginally from results with fixed geometry. I
one repeats the calculations with the O2 molecule in the sin-
glet state using LDA, one finds for the equilibrium C–
distanced52.7 Å and for the binding energyE50.23 eV,
in agreement with Refs. 8–10. A Gaussian broadening
0.01 Ry is used to cope with the degeneracy of the sin
state of O2 .

Electronic states calculated at the LDA equilibrium g
ometry along theG2X direction ~referred to the supercel
Brillouin zone! is shown in Fig. 2. The unperturbed bands
graphene cross the Fermi surface at a single point along
direction, atq5(2p/3a,0,0). Figure 2 shows that even fo
d53.0 Å there is very little interaction between th
graphene bands and O2 triplet states and the induced DOS
the Fermi energy is small. A denser grid of 32k-points and
the tetrahedron method were used for this calculation.
have verified that there is very little differences betwe
LDA and PBE results for the same geometry.

The amount of charge transfer from the graphene to
O2 molecule can be estimated by projecting the charge d
sity on atomic orbitals. Let us define the charge transfer
the difference between Lo¨wdin charges for isolated O2 and
O2 in presence of the graphene. We find a charge transfe
0.03e/molecule. Such value is quite dependent on the det
of the calculations. If a large Gaussian broadening is us
the charge density has a sizable contribution from the s
minority states of oxygen lying just a few tenths of an e
above the Fermi energy, thus artificially inflating the value
the charge transfer. It seems unlikely that the presence
triplet O2 molecule atd53.0 Å from a graphene sheet cou
significantly affect its transport properties.

Although the LDA and the GGA lead to qualitativel
very similar electronic structures, large quantitative diffe
ences between the two approximations are apparent in
potential energy curves of Fig. 1. These differences refl
the difficulty of current approximated DFT functionals
deal with dispersion forces. The latter do not originate fro
charge overlap, which is well accounted for in local
semilocal DFT approximations, but from charge fluctuatio
whose description is beyond current DFT approximatio
The LDA is known to substantially overestimate the bindi
energy and underestimate the bonding distance in ph

lar

FIG. 2. Electronic states for O2 on a graphene plane. PointG corresponds to
q50, point X to q5(p/a,0,0). ~Solid lines! majority spin states;~Dashed
lines! minority spin states;~Dotted line! Fermi energy.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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isorbed systems. GGA functionals tend instead to stron
underestimate the binding energy, or yield no bonding at
Our results are fully consistent with the above general tren
The experimental values for binding energies and distan7

are somehow intermediate between the GGA and the L
results.

It is interesting to see whether adding dispersion for
to the GGA results may bring the O2-graphene interaction
curve in better agreement with experiment. We point out t
a better starting point for adding dispersion contributio
would be the Hartree–Fock energy.19 As the GGA energies
calculated using functionals of the PBE type are less re
sive than the Hartree–Fock energies19 we expect that the
potential energy curve obtained adding DFT and dispers
should be somewhat too attractive.

We have calculated the dispersion contribution using
O2–benzene C6 coefficient, divided by 6,20 and estimating
higher terms up to C14 using Ref. 21 and the usual recursio
relationship.22 The O2-carbon atom interaction paramete
used are: C6553.38, C857.2033102, C1051.1913104,
C1252.4783105, C1456.3343106, in atomic units. The
adimensional parameterr appearing in the damping func
tions derived in Ref. 22 isr50.8433. The O2 molecule is
assumed to be spherical. The dispersion contribution for2

over a hexagon center is calculated by summing over
carbon atoms. Following this procedure we obtain a w
depth of about 0.18 eV located at 3.1 Å above the surface
be compared with an experimental value of 0.1 eV.7

We have performed calculations of the behavior of2

molecules interacting with perfect nanotubes. We have c
sen a~8,0! nanotube, whose diameter~6.24 Å! is definitely
smaller than the diameters (;15 Å) of typical SWNT
samples. The effect of the curvature, if any, is likely to
overestimated with this choice of a nanotube. The same
tem was studied in Refs. 8 and 11. We have used a sim
tetragonal supercell, with cell parametersa513.23 Å, c
54.366 Å, containing one nanotube with the axis in thec
direction. The supercell contains 32 nanotube atoms. A
form grid of 4 k-points in thez direction was found to ad
equately describe the electronic structure of the isola
nanotube. LDA calculations on the nanotube yield C–C bo
lengths of 1.432 and 1.442 Å and bands along the^001&
direction with a direct gap of.0.5 eV. PBE yields 1.443
and 1.444 Å for the bond lengths and a band structure
differs only marginally from that obtained with the LDA.

We have searched for the equilibrium position of an2
molecule initially placed over a C–C bond with its axis pa
allel to the nanotube axis. LDA calculations yield a bindi
energy E50.08 eV with C–O distancesd52.92– 2.93 Å.
The relaxation of C–C distances does not exceed 0.005
PBE yields almost no binding~binding energy E
50.004 eV) at C–O distancesd53.68– 3.70 Å. The ground
state is always spin-polarized. The same overall picture a
the case of O2 on graphene emerges, indicating that the
fect of the curvature on the binding properties is small.

To discuss the effect of oxygen physisorption on t
electronic structure, we consider the electronic states at
geometry corresponding to the minimum of the LDA ener
The band structure along theG2X direction~Fig. 3! is insu-
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lating as in the case of an isolated nanotube. The O-der
states are superimposed to the nanotube bands with
interaction. O-derived majority spin states appear in the
lence bands as a doubly-degenerate narrow band betw
21.5 and22 eV below the top of the valence band, whi
the corresponding minority states lie empty in the ga
Again, there is no evidence that the presence of an2

molecule induces any sizable change of the DOS at
Fermi level. A semiconducting nanotube remai
semiconducting—at the DFT level—upon adsorption of O2 .
A small but finite dispersion can be seen in the O2 derived
energy bands, leading to a small indirect gap between the
of the carbon-derived valence band and the bottom of
unoccupied oxygen-derived states. This band dispersion i
artifact of the supercell and no physical meaning should
attributed to it.

In Ref. 8, a charge transfer of 0.1e from the nanotube to
the O2 molecule was estimated. We have calculated
charge transfer in analogy to case of O2 on a graphene shee
We find a charge transfer of,0.02e/molecule for PBE,
0.02e/molecule for LDA, at their respective equilibrium ge
ometries. Again, the results is rather dependent in the de
of the calculations. Test calculations on larger supercells w
only the G point yield even smaller charge transfers
(,0.01e/molecule).

The difference between our results and those of R
8–10 originates from the different treatment of spi
polarization. Indeed, with spin-restricted LDA calculatio
we find a larger binding energy (E50.22 eV) and a smaller
C–O distance (d52.70– 2.71 Å), in agreement with Refs
8–10 and very similar to what we obtain in absence of sp
polarization for O2 on graphene. The non-spin-polarize
band structure for~singlet! O2 adsorbed on a~8,0! nanotube
is very similar to that reported in Ref. 8, with a degener
O-derived state crossing the Fermi energy.

The possibility that O2 may bind to defect sites shoul
be considered. All nanotubes have a large number of def
of various kind: topological defects~such as pentagons an
heptagons instead of hexagons!, kinks, vacancies, impurities
and of course, ends. We have examined the binding of O2 to
one of the simplest topological defects: a Stone–Wales
fect, consisting of two pentagon–heptagon pairs, in bot

FIG. 3. Electronic states for O2 adsorbed on a~8,0! nanotube. PointG
corresponds toq50, point X to q5(0,0,p/c). ~Solid lines! majority spin
states;~Dashed lines! minority spin states;~Dotted line! top of valence
bands.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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graphene sheet and a nonanotube. In both cases, our re
differ very little from those obtained for a perfect graphe
or nanotube wall.

In conclusion, although we have considered only a li
ited set of structures, defects, and geometries, our calc
tions indicate that an O2 molecule in the triplet state is onl
physisorbed on a nanotube or a graphene sheet, either pe
or with a Stone–Wales defect. Thus, we find no evidence
triplet O2 absorbed at the walls of SWNTs can affect th
transport properties in a way that could explain the exp
mental observations.

It has been found in recent calculations11,13,23that singlet
oxygen can form a chemical bond with a nanotube. T
occurs at O2-nanotube distances (d;1.5 Å) that are consid-
erably smaller than those considered here. Chemisorbed
gen is accompanied by a significant amount of charge tra
fer between the molecule and the nanotube.11 A large
activation barrier has to be overcome to access the ch
sorbed state. Moreover, in the case of a perfect nanotube
is only metastable having a significantly higher energy th
the physisorbed state.11 Clearly additional investigations
are required to elucidate the origin of the observed phen
enology. An alternative explanation, suggested in Ref
and further pursued in Ref. 24, is that the observed effe
are not due to doping by oxygen absorbed at the nano
walls, but are instead the result of oxygen absorbed at
contacts.

Calculations were performed at the Keck computatio
facility of the Princeton Materials Institute. Support from th
NSF ~CHE-0121432! is acknowledged.
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